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ABSTRACT 
The OAS Project has been run with the support of the Spanish research funding agencies during the last 
dozen years. Within its framework, research on cultural astronomy has been developed for a series of 
ancient civilizations, from the Atlantic Islands to the Arabian Peninsula and beyond, with the 
Meditterranean Sea as the principal axis of action of the project. A catalogue of studies has been performed 
in a set of cultures such as the Megalithic Phenomenon (González-García and Belmonte, 2010; Belmonte; 
González-García and Polcaro, 2013a), ancient Egypt (Belmonte and Shaltout, 2009; Belmonte, 2012), Middle 
East Bronze Age (notably on the Hittites: González-García and Belmonte, 2011) and Iron Age (notably on the 
Nabataeans: Belmonte, González-García and Polcaro, 2013b) civilizations and the Roman World (e.g. 
González-García, Rodríguez-Antón and Belmonte, 2014), among many others. In this essay a general scope 
of the project and a series of most interesting highlights will be presented. The evolutionary ties of the 
megalithic monuments of the Iberian Peninsula and elsewhere, the pattern of orientation of Egyptian 
temples and skyscaping practices within the Hittite or Nabataean cultures, among others, will be briefly 
explored; including a comprehensive, statistical and comparative study of the orientation patterns of 
thousands of ancient monuments of the Mediterranean region (González-García and Belmonte, 2014). 
Finally, a sketch of our most recent, still ongoing, research will be a compelling and promising closing 
remark of our analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Astronomy has played a major cultural role in 
human societies. On the one hand, it has been the 
principal tool, if not the only one, to obtain an ap-
propriate orientation in time and space for genera-
tions. On the other hand, sky watching and state of 
the art explanations of the cosmos have been the 
main generators of metaphysics in human mentality 
in such a way that, for instance, as astronomy pro-
gressed in the Western World, the space for religious 
speculation was consequently reduced. Celestial ob-
jects, returning once and again, provided a sense of 
security, allowing up the possibility of transcend-
ence of death, inferred by similarity. For this reason, 
people mapped the firmament from very early dates 
in an attempt to find the order where, only in ap-
pearance, chaos reigned, and constructed their sa-
cred buildings in such a variety of aspects, forms 
and realities seeking for a reflection of their cultural 
worldview.  
 
Figure 1. The international projection of the Orientatio 
ad Sidera research project on Cultural Astronomy. The 
twenty countries where fieldwork has been made during 
the dozen years of three successive projects of the same 
name are coloured red. Pink colour marks those 
countries where research has been done using high-
resolution satellite images (Bolivia and Sudan). Yellow 
stands for countries whose data, obtained in previous 
campaigns by our team or by other researchers (as in the 
case of Algeria and Greece), have been used in analyses 
developed under OAS framework. The nucleus of our 
work has been the Mediterranean Region. 
Pursuing ancient people mind, and how this was 
reflected in art, iconography, architecture and epig-
raphy, our research team promoted a scientific pro-
ject in the early 2000s where cultural astronomy 
studies may be situated within an appropriate fund-
ing and institutional framework. This would precise-
ly be “Orientatio ad Sidera”. Since then, and on a 
three/four years period basis, three consecutive ver-
sions of the project have been approved and have 
permitted to follow up scientific objectives in five 
“continents” and more than twenty countries (see 
Figure 1). There have been lights and shadows in our 
work but the highlights have been inspiring and 
have proven beyond any doubt that sky- and land-
scape relationships have been more the rule that the 
exception in the way humans have connected to the 
cosmos. Let us show some examples.  
2. SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS 
2.1. Before writing: Göbekli Tepe 
Until very recent times, the megalithic monu-
ments in Europe, and in particular Stonehenge, were 
the archaeological remains earning all the credit on 
any potential astronomical knowledge of our earliest 
ancestors. However, a discovery in the steppes of 
southeast Anatolia has disrupted previous ideas. 
There, on a barren isolated hill called Göbekli Tepe a 
team of German and Turkish archaeologists 
(Schmidt, 2006) are excavating a cluster of suggestive 
stone monuments erected with large, megalithic pil-
lars in the form of a T within a series of dry-stone 
enclosures. They started to be built by a completely 
unknown hunter-gatherer society more than 11,000 
years ago. These series of sanctuaries, built presum-
ably one after − and even upon − the other, would 
have remained in use for centuries, perhaps millen-
nia, but were deliberately buried by their own con-
structors for unknown reasons, a singular fact that 
contributed to their excellent state of preservation 
despite of their great antiquity.  
These monuments are mostly ellipsoidal in form 
and had megalithic accesses mostly open to the S-SE 
that might define a favourite orientation (see Figure 
2). A few contradictory proposals have been put on 
the table. For example, Collins (2014) defends an ori-
entation to the northern skies, notably to Deneb, of-
fering certain clues for the importance of the Cygnus 
constellation in Prehistoric times. This would be 
highly dependent on the original landscape and 
orography of the site which is not easy to reconstruct. 
On the contrary, Magli (2015) defends a southern 
orientation centred on Sirius, the brightest star of the 
sky that would be visible in that region precisely in 
that epoch after have been out of sight for centuries 
due to precession.  
However, what is undebatable is that between the 
series of monumental structures, there is one with 
nearly rectangular walls which were almost perfectly 
aligned according to the cardinal points (see Fig. 2). 
This circumstance alone would force us to think that 
we are faced with a society that had a look at the sky 
and used it as a guide to find appropriate ways of 
orientation in space and, almost certainly, also in 
time. Within this context, we could perform addi-
tional exercises, analysing the profuse decoration of 
the T-pillars where we may already find atavistic 
astronomical representations such as the Crescent 
and the star, so common in later cultures of the Mid-
dle East and beyond, or even totemic representations 
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of animals which, allowing a little speculation, 
would remind us constellations, such as Leo, Taurus 
or Scorpius, that we can recognize in the skies of 
other evolved cultures in the region several centuries 
later. Interestingly, one of the pillars of the cardinally 
orientated hall, which was framing an altar on the 
eastern side of the structure, has a representation of 
a lion; and Leo was rising with the sun at the Spring 
Equinox precisely at east in the epoch of construc-
tion of this particular shrine (see Fig. 2). A moment 
in time when Taurus and Scorpius where marking 
other annual cycle milestones such as the solstices. 
Unfortunately, when the data of Göbekli Tepe is 
analysed, a problem is faced: its singularity. There is 
no other preserved monument of the same culture 
where data can be contrasted and hence it will al-
ways be extremely difficult to further develop any 
hypothesis on the site relationship with skyscaping 
and to prove it beyond any reasonable doubt.  
 
Figure 2. Composite diagram of some astronomical proposals for Göbekli Tepe. The walls of the rectangular structure 
(R) built c. 8500 B.C. in the upper sector of the site are perhaps the first orientated in the cardinal directions by human-
kind discovered so far. One of the pillars (L) was decorated with a image of a lion. Either by chance or design, the equi-
noctial sun was easterly rising in conjunction with our Leo in that epoch (other seasonal constellations of the epoch: 
Scorpius for the summer solstice and Taurus for the winter one had also his graphic counterparts in the pillar decora-
tion on the site). The orientation of the main axes of the older larger enclosures (notably C and D) has been alternatively 
related to Sirius (dot-line; Magli, 2015) or to Deneb (dashed-line; Collins, 2014) See the text for more details. Diagram by 
the authors with images adapted from photographs by courtesy of M. Sanz de Lara and Stellarium.  
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However, statistics can be a good approach to 
perform cultural astronomy studies when dealing 
with illiterate extinct cultures, or cultural phenome-
na, of the past. In this sense, the earliest unmistaka-
ble evidence of an interest in the local landscape, 
including the skyscape, can be found throughout the 
megalithic monuments of the Iberian Peninsula. This 
is especially true in the southwest where Neolithic 
settlers built a series of monuments with a very simi-
lar architectural structure − they almost are clones of 
each other − known as Alentejan antas, for the name 
of the Portuguese region where they are a majority. 
They have been dated in the early fourth millenni-
um B.C. Most important, they show a pattern of ori-
entation that clearly speaks to us of an unmistakable 
astronomical interest, because all the studied exem-
plars, without an exception (Hoskin, 2001), are 
pointing at sunrise − or moonrise in a naïve alterna-
tive − at a certain moment in the annual cycle. We 
think that this very simple pattern of orientations 
was undistinguishable of megalithic monument de-
sign in the Iberian Peninsula in the 4th millennium 
B.C., if not earlier, and that construction methods 
and overall orientation patterns lately evolved and 
changed when the megalithic tradition moved 
across new extended territories (González-García 
and Belmonte, 2010).  
2.2. Reading the Bronze Age 
 For various reasons, archaeoastronomy has not 
been one of the favourite disciplines of Egyptolo-
gists in the past. Hence, important questions such as 
the orientation of Egyptian temples and the rele-
vance of astronomy in this respect had never been 
afforded with the requisite seriousness and depth. 
The “Egyptian-Spanish Mission for the Archaeoas-
tronomy of Ancient Egypt” (Belmonte and Shaltout, 
2009) funded by the successive OAS Projects has 
contributed to the solution of this problem. In order 
to achieve this, the Mission measured in five years 
the orientation of more than 350 temples in the Val-
ley, the Delta, the Oases and the Sinai (reaching 400 
if we include satellite image data from Sudan; Bel-
monte, 2012). The aim was to find a correct and al-
most definitive answer to the question of whether 
the ancient Egyptian sacred constructions were as-
tronomically aligned or not. 
The data seem to answer this question in the af-
firmative (see Figure 3). In addition, they offer a 
very interesting new perspective both in chronology 
and in the field of landscape archaeology, a new dis-
cipline in which few have engaged so far in Egypt, 
and in which landscape, dominated by the Nile, and 
skyscape, dominated by the sun and the stars, com-
bine in order to permit the establishment of Ma‟at, 
the Cosmic Order, on Earth (Belmonte, Shaltout and 
Fekri, 2009).  
Hieroglyph sources, such as astronomical papyri, 
star-clocks and celestial diagrams were scrutinized 
in an effort to gain as much information as possible 
on how astronomy and its archaeological implica-
tions could help to better understand the ancient 
Egyptian civilization. Within the same framework, 
we should also highlight the identification of a series 
of Egyptian stars and constellations obtained on the 
analysis of the Senenmut‟s astronomical ceiling (the 
oldest complete symbolic representation of Egyptian 
skies) and the well-known Zodiac of Dandara. The 
analysis drives, under very simple assumptions, to 
the potential identification of the stars, asterisms 
and constellations that populated the skies of an-
cient Egypt, and their use as star-clocks within the 
framework of a sophisticated astral eschatology 
(Lull and Belmonte, 2009). 
 
Figure 3. The seven (I to VII) families of astronomical 
orientations of the temples of ancient Egypt. Three of 
them have a solar character: eastern (I), solstitial (II) and 
seasonal (III). The other four (five) have a stellar 
character: eastern (I, in the perpendicular direction), 
Sothic (IV), Canopus’ (V), meridian (VI) and quarter 
cardinal (VII). The cardinal families (I, VI and VII) would 
probably be related to alignments towards the 
constellation of Meskhetyu (the Plough, in Ursa Maior). 
Adapted from Belmonte and Shaltout (2009). 
The last effort that our project has devoted to the 
ancient Egyptian civilization has dealt with the ear-
lier steps of Egyptian monumental construction and 
the role astronomy played within (Belmonte and 
Magli, 2015). The two pyramids built during the Old 
Kingdom by the 4th Dynasty King Sneferu at 
Dahshur are usually considered as two consecutive 
projects: the second – that of the Red Pyramid – be-
ing generated by a presumably failure of the first, 
the Bent Pyramid. It has been shown that the ar-
chaeological proofs of such a scenario are far from 
obvious and that, on the contrary, a series of archi-
tectural, topographical, epigraphic and astronomical 
hints point to a unitary project probably conceived 
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from the very beginning in terms of the two pyra-
mids and their annexes. Similar conclusions could 
be reached for other royal tombs of the 4th Dynasty, 
notably at Giza, Abu Rowash and Zawiyet el Aryan. 
The pyramids of the period all-together are thus 
shown to form a conceptual, sacred landscape relat-
ed to the power of the King and his afterlife within 
the context of a sophisticated astral eschatology.  
But ancient Egypt was not isolated. Within the 
framework of our project, the geographical, histori-
cal and anthropological context of a possible interest 
on the heavens by the ancient Hittites has also been 
scrutinized. Contemporaneous with the Egyptian 
New Kingdom, the inhabitants of the Hittite Empire 
produced a most sophisticated society, heir to a long 
Anatolian cultural tradition lasting several millennia 
(see section 2.1).  
A review on ancient Hittite religion was per-
formed, looking for those aspects of the cult that 
could be of interest to our project. These included an 
analysis of the solar, and other astral, divinities, the 
sacred space and its administrators, the calendar of 
festivals − i.e. Hittite sacred time − and, finally, the 
dead cult and related spaces and topography. This 
was the first serious insight dedicated to cultural 
astronomy studies of the Hittite civilization (Gonzá-
lez-García and Belmonte, 2011).  
The importance of solar cults has been clearly 
emphasized and certain hints on the ancient Hittite 
sacred time were established with a certain degree 
of certitude. This was useful for a late comparison 
with the data provided by the archaeoastronomical 
research. The results showed that the analysis of a 
statistically significant sample of Hittite sacred 
structures allowed to affirm, beyond a reasonable 
doubt, that ancient Hittite monuments were not 
randomly orientated as had been previously argued. 
On the contrary, there were well defined patterns of 
orientation that could be interpreted within the con-
text of Hittite culture and religion. 
Our team was able to obtain data for nearly a 
hundred sacred structures erected by ancient Anato-
lian civilizations, such as the Hittite and the Phrygi-
ans, as a result of an extensive field prospective 
campaign. The analysis of the Hittite data has prov-
en extremely fruitful. For example, our data confirm 
the textual evidence and have shown the relevance 
of solstitial and “equinoctial” orientations that could 
be explained within the context of ancient Hittite 
solar cult necessities. Indeed, Hattusha, the capital, 
has shown a striking and highly interesting astro-
nomical and topographical landscape, where poten-
tial relationships between astronomical phenomena, 
built structures such as temples and monumental 
gates, and different elements of the local landscape 
have been illustrated.  
2.3. Commemorating the past: Nemrud Dag  
There are some occasions in life when one has the 
impression of being envisaging something unique. 
This was our case a few months ago when an ex-
traordinary planetary conjunction took place in the 
constellation of Leo (see Figure 4). However, the 
most fascinating aspect of this view was that we 
were actually evocating a completely similar situa-
tion which happened in the sky more than 2000 
years ago in the northern banks of the Euphrates 
River. 
The Kingdom of Commagene was a small country 
between the upper course of the Euphrates and the 
mountains of Anti-Taurus in the south-east of Ana-
tolia. Commagene played, despite her tiny size, a 
relevant role in the history of the Middle East during 
the late Hellenistic and early Roman periods as a 
buffer state between the powerful Seleucid (later 
Roman) and Parthian Empires. Antiochos I Theos (c. 
69-36 B.C.) arguably was the most important of her 
kings, governing for more than 30 years in one of the 
most challenging periods of the region‟s history. 
 The world heritage site of the “hierothesion” (burial 
monument) of Antiochos I at Nemrud Dag certainly 
constitutes one of the most fascinating historical 
enigmas in human culture worldwide. The monu-
ment includes a stone slab with the famous lion 
“horoscope”. On the slab, a lion with stars on his 
body, likely the constellation of Leo, is represented 
together with a crescent moon on his chest and three 
planets, identified in Greek as Pyroeis of Heracles, 
Stilbon of Apollon and Phaeton of Zeus, standing for 
Mars, Mercury and Jupiter, respectively (see Fig. 4). 
The possibility that the slab depicts a real or sche-
matic astronomical scene or an astrological image 
introduced the idea of dating the monument and 
interpreting its nature since the earliest archaeologi-
cal studies of the site. The most accepted conclusion 
so far had the support of Neugebauer and Van 
Hoessen (1959) who argued that the scene might 
represent a sort of horoscope for the date July 7 62 
B.C. at the beginning of the reign of Antiochos I.  
 One of the main highlights of our work in the 
OAS Project has been a new approach in the analysis 
of the burial monument at Nemrud Dag, precisely 
(Belmonte and González-García, 2010), reaching dif-
ferent conclusions. After a visit to the monument, 
with on-site observations, in the summer solstice of 
2009, our team proposed an alternative and more 
substantiated explanation which deals not only with 
the lion slab but also, and most important, with the 
orientation of the eastern and western terraces of the 
hierothesion and the religious tradition of the coun-
try as stressed in on the local inscriptions known as 
nomos.  
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 Our main results can be summarized as follows. 
On the one hand, the five cyclopean statues of the 
eastern terrace would have been facing sunrise fol-
lowed by the rising (obscured by the solar glare) of 
their celestial manifestations (the planets) in the con-
stellation Leo on July 23 49 B.C., commemorating 
Antiochos‟ ascent to the throne as explicitly men-
tioned in the inscriptions on site (nomos). On the 
other hand, a few months later, their equivalents of 
the western terrace would have been facing sunset 
on December 23 49 B.C. in commemoration of the 
king‟s birthday. Consequently, according to our 
proposal, the main elements of the eastern and 
western terraces of the hierothesion should have 
been deliberately aligned to sunrise of Loios 11 and 
sunset of Audnayios 16 (the two festival dates men-
tioned in the nomos), respectively, in the year 49 B.C. 
The lion‟s horoscope could consequently be as-
signed a new date to July 12 49 B.C. (see Fig. 4). 
 The conclusion of our team was that Antiochos‟ 
monument reflected the situation of the skies at ex-
clusive moments of the year 49 B.C. as confirmed by 
the local monumental inscription. This represents a 
paradigmatic change to well established theories on 
the interpretation of Nemrud Dag. It is indeed ap-
pealing that we could commemorate this fact with a 
completely similar phenomenology twenty centuries 
later at dawn on October 9 2015.  
 
  
Figure 4. The famous “Lion Slab” at the eastern terrace of Nemrud Dag (a), and the corresponding astronomical diagram, 
corresponding to Leo’s setting after sunset for July 12 49 B.C. in the Gregorian proleptic calendar. This date has 
suggestive connections with those yielded by the orientation of the main architectural elements of the hierothesion and 
the inscriptions on site. This kind of splendid celestial planet conjunction with such an important constellation as Leo 
are seldom repeated in the sky as the one that the authors could enjoy above Tenerife in October 9 2015 from the summit 
of La Palma, in the Canary Islands (c). Diagram by the authors, adapted from Belmonte and González-García (2010) 
and from a sky image by courtesy of Daniel López.
2.4. Present and future 
 The Arabian Peninsula is for obvious reasons one of 
the last virgin territories for cultural astronomy stud-
ies in the Middle East. However, its relevance as a 
cultural crossroad at the frontier of the Fertile Cres-
cent can hardly be discussed. This is for example the 
case of the Haffit and Umm an Nar cultures that 
dominated the northeast of the Arabian Peninsula 
during the Chalcolithic and the Early Bronze Age 
(Third Millennium BC), in the so-called land of Ma-
gan (present day Oman and the Emirates). In a field 
campaign in January 2012 several ancient EBA ne-
cropoleis of the region were visited and (when pos-
sible) measured in an attempt to shed some light on 
the orientation customs of these ancient populations. 
The sample, of c. 70 monuments, consists of two dif-
ferent types of tombs: earlier (c. 3000 BC) dry-stone 
cairns of the so-called Haffit type and later (c. 2500 
BC) megalithic structures of the so-called Umm an-
Nar type. This was the first systematic archaeoastro-
nomical approach ever conducted in this area of the 
Arabian Peninsula (Belmonte and González-García, 
2014). However, the work is uncompleted and there 
still are several options for the future. For example, 
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an area we did not visit in our campaign was the 
Eastern Hajjar Range in Oman where, as archaeology 
proves, the research can still offer interesting sur-
prises (see Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5. Orientation histogram and images of the 
monumental cyclopean tombs of Al Jailah in the Eastern 
Hajjar Mountains of Oman. It was obtained using the 
archaeological data collected by Yule and Weisgerber 
(1998). The two most significant peaks may correspond to 
equinoctial and winter solstice alignments. Images by 
courtesy of Jorge Notivoli. 
The other extreme of the Arabian Peninsula was 
dominated at the term of the era by the powerful 
Nabataeans. This Arab lineage people built several 
monuments in Petra and elsewhere displaying a 
decoration with a preference for astronomical motifs, 
possibly as a reflection of their religion. Due to the 
lack of direct written accounts and the scarcity of 
inscriptions we do not have a clear knowledge on 
the precise nature of such believes and how these 
reflected on the calendar or the religious time-
keeping system of this ancient society. A statistical 
analysis of the orientation of their sacred monu-
ments (Belmonte, González-García and Polcaro, 
2013b) demonstrated that astronomical orientations 
were often part of an elaborated plan and possibly a 
trace of the astral nature of Nabataean religion. Petra 
and other monuments in the ancient Nabataean 
kingdom have proven to be marvellous laboratories 
of the interaction between landscape features and 
astronomical events showing impressive hieropha-
nies on particular monuments related to cultic times 
and festivals. Our work has demonstrated that the 
sky was a substantial element on Nabataean religion 
and revealed new evidence for cultic worship cen-
tred on the celestial sphere in this fascinating region 
of the Mediterranean contour (for further details see 
e.g. Polcaro et al. 2013 and González-García, Belmon-
te and Polcaro, 2016, in this same volume). 
The most recent effort of the OAS project has been 
the one devoted to the study of the pattern of orien-
tations within the ancient Roman world, notably in 
the Iberian Peninsula (González-García, Rodríguez-
Antón and Belmonte, 2014). This is the nucleus of the 
first PhD Thesis undertaken within the project and 
that is being done by Andrea Rodríguez-Antón un-
der the supervision of the first two authors (see also 
Rodríguez-Antón, Belmonte and González-García, 
2016, this volume). The research includes the in 
depth analysis of certain substantial Roman sites. A 
good example is Cartagena, the ancient Punic Qart 
Hadašt, or Roman Carthago-Nova. Archaeological 
excavations have manifested the existence of ritual, 
urban and topographical elements that could be ana-
lysed from the perspective of cultural astronomy.  
Therefore, in October 2013, an interdisciplinary 
team of astronomers and archaeologists conducted a 
field campaign of the main topographic and archaeo-
logical landmarks of the Punic and Roman periods 
of the city. Methodologically, a basic guide criterion 
was established for each particular element, measur-
ing its corresponding azimuth(s). The data demon-
strated the relevance, within the ancient city, of a 
series of orientations towards sunrise and sunset at 
the summer solstice, whose significance could be 
fully integrated within the context of the Punic ritual 
(González García et al., 2015). This skyscaping was 
merged and reinterpreted in the framework of the 
subsequent Roman appropriation of the city land-
scape, including their successive urban and architec-
tural programs, particularly that of the period of 
Augustus, when certain astronomical orientations 
could serve to strengthen the image of Rome and the 
Princeps as restorers of peace and guarantees of a 
new order based in cosmological elements. There are 
plans to repeat similar approaches in other ancient 
Roman cities. 
3. CONCLUSION 
In our opinion, the OAS Project has made a sub-
stantial and essential contribution to the advance of 
cultural astronomy research in the Mediterranean 
region and elsewhere in the last decade. This is re-
flected in the recently published "Handbook of Ar-
chaeoastronomy and Ethnoastronomy" (Ruggles, 
2015), where the participation of members of the 
project (and immediate collaborators) has been nota-
ble, contributing with a total of 17 essays. Addition-
ally, the IP of the OAS project was one of the seven 
Section Editors of what hopefully will become a ref-
erence volume in our discipline.  
 OAS is a living project! Progressing, growing and 
in permanent reenovation (an IVth extension to 2019 
has just been approved). We now expect that it will 
become an important partner in the promotion and 
development of the Astronomy and World Heritage 
initiative (Ruggles and Cotte, 2010).  
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